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ABSTRACT: The dynamic interactions of membranes,
particularly their fusion and ﬁssion, are critical for the
transmission of chemical information between cells. Fusion
is primarily driven by membrane tension built up through
membrane deformation. For artiﬁcial polymersomes, fusion is
commonly induced via the external application of a force ﬁeld.
Herein, fusion-promoted development of anisotropic tubular
polymersomes (tubesomes) was achieved in the absence of an
external force by exploiting the unique features of aqueous
ring-opening metathesis polymerization-induced self-assembly
(ROMPISA). The out-of-equilibrium tubesome morphology
was found to arise spontaneously during polymerization, and
the composition of each tubesome sample (purity and length distribution) could be manipulated simply by targeting diﬀerent
core-block degrees of polymerization (DPs). The evolution of tubesomes was shown to occur via fusion of “monomeric”
spherical polymersomes, evidenced most notably by a step-growth-like relationship between the fraction of tubular to spherical
nano-objects and the average number of fused particles per tubesome (analogous to monomer conversion and DP,
respectively). Fusion was also conﬁrmed by Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) studies to show membrane blending and
confocal microscopy imaging to show mixing of the polymersome lumens. We term this unique phenomenon polymerization-
induced polymersome fusion, which operates via the buildup of membrane tension exerted by the growing polymer chains.
Given the growing body of evidence demonstrating the importance of nanoparticle shape on biological activity, our
methodology provides a facile route to reproducibly obtain samples containing mixtures of spherical and tubular polymersomes,
or pure samples of tubesomes, of programmed length. Moreover, the capability to mix the interior aqueous compartments of
polymersomes during polymerization-induced fusion also presents opportunities for its application in catalysis, small molecule
traﬃcking, and drug delivery.
■ INTRODUCTION
The fusion of biological membranes is an essential process
governing endo- and exocytosis, protein traﬃcking, fertiliza-
tion, and viral infection in eukaryotic cells.1−3 Proteins and
other (macro)molecules are distributed throughout a cell,
released into or internalized from the extracellular space via the
action of membrane-bound vesicles.4 Such vesicle-mediated
transport occurs via the budding of new vesicular compart-
ments from a cellular membrane and their downstream fusion
with another membrane.5 Vesicle budding and fusion
processes do not transpire spontaneously, as lipid bilayer
vesicles (liposomes) repel one another through electrostatic
forces and possess membranes that are stabilized against
deformation by a strong hydrophobic eﬀect. Thus, the
mechanisms of vesicle budding and fusion require an input
of energy to occur. In biological systems, this energy is
supplied by “SNAP REceptor”, SNARE, proteins, which bring
vesicles into close contact with the target surface and induce
deformations in their membranes.6−9 The tension built up
through such elastic deformations is hypothesized to serve as
the main driving force for vesicle fusion,10 originating from an
overall reduction in the tension-induced bending energy (Eb)
of the system upon each fusion event.11
Although vesicle fusion is contingent on the action of
proteins in biological systems, dissipative particle dynamics
(DPD) simulations have shown that fusion between vesicles
can occur spontaneously in the absence of proteins when two
criteria are satisﬁed: (1) the particles can adhere to one
another and maintain close contact and (2) there is suﬃcient
membrane tension to overcome energetic barriers of fusion, of
which the membrane bending energy dominates.12 The
bending energy of a membrane (Eb) is deﬁned in eq 1
∮σ= ΔΑ +E k C2 dAb 2 (1)
where σ is the membrane tension, ΔA is the change in
membrane surface area, k is the membrane bending rigidity, a
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polymer speciﬁc property, and C is the local membrane
curvature.13,14 From this equation, it is clear that a buildup of
tension within a vesicular membrane increases its bending
energy, and the alleviation of this tension provides a signiﬁcant
driving force for vesicle fusion as it reduces the overall Eb of the
system. Membrane tension is typically generated via the
exertion of an external force. In biological systems, this force is
applied by fusion proteins, although other mechanisms have
also been discovered.10
Both experimental and DPD simulations have rigorously
demonstrated the impact of membrane tension on the vesicular
morphology and dynamics, showing that tension can be
released by a number of pathways including vesicle hemifusion,
fusion, membrane deformation, or membrane rupture.12,15−18
For vesicles with σ suﬃciently low that spontaneous membrane
rupture occurs over prohibitively long time scales, fusion is the
most probable pathway to release their membrane tension.
Importantly, the mechanism of vesicle fusion appears to
depend upon the nature of the membrane’s amphiphilic
constituents. Thus, fusion of liposomes occurs in a distinctly
diﬀerent manner compared to the fusion processes of
amphiphilic block copolymer vesicles (also referred to as
polymersomes) composed of either coil−coil or rod−coil
blocks.19−21 In the latter case, additional membrane tension is
provided by the tendency of rod-like polymers to align,
resisting the formation of nanostructures with high interfacial
curvature. Indeed, DPD studies on fusion of rod−coil
polymersome systems have shown that membrane tension
scales with the length of the rod-like block.18
While the fusion mechanisms of liposomes and their
application in biological systems have been studied exten-
sively,22−25 a very limited number of experimental studies have
been carried out regarding the fusion of polymersomes.26,27
This is due, in part, to the fact that polymersomes are most
often prepared using conventional block copolymer self-
assembly methodologies, such as solvent-switch or thin-ﬁlm
rehydration, operating under thermodynamically favorable
conditions and thus their membranes are formed with low
membrane tension, preventing their spontaneous fusion.28−30
An alternative one-step route that allows for preparation of
polymersomes at high concentrations is polymerization-
induced self-assembly (PISA).31−38 During PISA, amphiphilic
block copolymer nano-objects are developed spontaneously
upon chain-extension of a solvophilic steric stabilizer block
using speciﬁc solvent-miscible monomers that gradually form
solvophobic polymers as the length of the core-forming block
increases, driving in situ self-assembly.39−43 Based on the rate
of polymerization propagation relative to self-assembly
dynamics, kinetically trapped morphologies with high mem-
brane tensions could theoretically be generated via PISA.44
Morphology diagrams have been constructed for PISA
systems by varying externally controlled experimental param-
eters, such as the targeted degree of polymerization (DP) of
the core-forming block, the overall solids concentration, or the
core-block solubility, providing a roadmap to readily obtain
pure polymersome nano-objects.39,45,46 Typically, polymer-
somes occupy a narrow region of the phase space, requiring
high solids concentrations and high DPs for their formation. In
our recent report on aqueous ring-opening metathesis
polymerization-induced self-assembly (ROMPISA), we ob-
served that polymersomes occupied a uniquely broad region of
the phase space over a wide range of core-forming monomers
and targeted DPs.47 This phenomenon was mainly attributed
to the inﬂuence of the rigid rod-like nature of polynorbornenes
on their packing within the assembled nanostructures,
disfavoring higher interfacial curvature structures, such as
spherical or worm-like micelles. In addition to the unique
morphology evolution observed for nano-objects prepared by
ROMPISA,47 it was also apparent that the developed
polymersomes were of similar size and shape over a broad
range of targeted core block DPs. This result was in stark
contrast to polymersomes obtained via PISA mediated by
reversible addition−fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT)
polymerization, which generally increase in size or evolve
toward more complex morphologies, such as multicomponent
vesicles or lamellae, as the core block DP is further
increased.48−51 Since it did not appear that polymersomes
prepared via ROMPISA could minimize their bending energies
through membrane rearrangement processes (no observable
changes in ΔA or C), we wondered whether the nano-object
membranes were becoming “charged” with high tension during
polymerization as the length of their constituent polymers
increased to compensate for their static curvature and surface
area. Thus, we envisioned that ROMPISA may represent an
ideal platform for studying the fusion behavior of polymer-
somes formed from rod-like polymers.
As discussed above, good intervesicle adhesion and
increased membrane tension must both be present to allow
for membrane fusion events to occur. Our previous studies on
aqueous ROMPISA were carried out using a polyamine
corona-forming block, which, under the experimental con-
ditions utilized, produced nano-objects with positive surface
charge.47,52 As a result, no evidence of polymersome adhesion
and fusion was observed in these systems, as these processes
were eﬀectively prohibited by strong interparticle repulsion.
We therefore hypothesized that the structure of the hydrophilic
stabilizer block could be tuned to modulate the fusion behavior
of ROMPISA polymersomes, inducing the evolution of large
and/or non-spherical bilayer structures.
Herein, we evaluate this hypothesis by investigating the
inﬂuence of macroinitiator chemistry, reaction conditions, and
targeted core block DP upon the morphology of diblock
copolymer nano-objects prepared via aqueous dispersion
ROMPISA. In particular, it was found that the absence of
charges on the outer surface of the developed nano-objects
facilitated polymerization-induced polymersome fusion and in
situ evolution of an increasing population of progressively
longer tubular polymersomes−tubesomes−upon increasing
targeted DP of the core-forming block. Polymerization kinetic
monitoring and exhaustive nano-object characterization
revealed that the onset of polymersome fusion occurred at a
critical core block DP followed by an acceleration in rate of
tubesome growth. Importantly, the development of kinetically
favorable tubesomes via polymerization-induced fusion of
spherical polymersome building blocks was found to precisely
follow a step-growth-like motif, where a larger number of
fusion events per particle was noticed for samples with larger
tubesome fractions. Overall, our study provides insight into the
fusion mechanisms of artiﬁcial polymeric vesicles and access to
facile one-pot preparation of anisotropic tubular polymersomes
via aqueous ROMPISA, establishing them as an attractive
alternative nanoplatform for numerous biomedical applications
owing to their well-documented superior physicochemical
properties compared to their spherical counterparts.53−57
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■ RESULTS
ROMP-mediated PISA in aqueous environment requires
solubilization of the utilized metathesis catalyst through
modiﬁcation of one or more of its surrounding ligands with
hydrophilic moieties.52,58,59 While several strategies have been
developed thus far to generate water-soluble Ru-based
metathesis catalysts, often through transformations involving
either N-heterocyclic carbene (NHC) or pyridine ligands,60,61
such catalysts typically suﬀer from reduced activity compared
to the unmodiﬁed precursor in organic solvent.62 In this study,
rapid polymerization kinetics were desired to obtain kinetically
trapped morphologies during ROMPISA; thus, our previously
reported open-to-air two-step ROMPISA procedure was
adopted, involving the synthesis of a hydrophilic macroinitiator
via ROMP in organic media prior to PISA, which aﬀords fast
and controllable polymerization in aqueous media, as shown in
Scheme 1.52
To perform aqueous ROMPISA using a macroinitiator
approach, a water-soluble polymer was ﬁrst prepared by
polymerizing a hydrophilic monomer, in this case either a
tertiary amine functional norbornene (NB-amine) or a
PEGylated norbornene (NB-PEG), via ROMP in a water-
miscible solvent (i.e., THF) using the commercially available
third-generation Grubbs catalyst (G3). The resulting macro-
initiator was subsequently chain-extended upon dilution with
an acidic aqueous solution of the core-forming monomer (NB-
MEG), resulting in the in situ formation of amphiphilic diblock
copolymer nano-objects under dispersion polymerization
conditions. The presence of acid is of vital importance for
controlled aqueous ROMP using G3, as it promotes pyridine
ligand dissociation to generate the active catalyst species and
limits catalyst deactivation by OH− species.52,60,63
Previously, we demonstrated that typical PISA morphologies
(i.e., spherical micelles, worm-like micelles, and vesicles) could
be readily accessed using this macroinitiator approach and that
uniquely small, spherical polymersomes were obtained over a
broad range of compositions for P(NB-amine)12-b-P(NB-X)n
diblock copolymers with 60 ≤ n ≤ 180.47 In this study, our
eﬀorts initially focused on further extending the core block DP
beyond 180 to determine whether the system would evolve
beyond vesicles toward other higher-order morphologies. We
hypothesized that the cationic amine corona would provide an
additional barrier against morphological transitions beyond
spherical polymersomes due to electrostatic repulsive forces
between particles, eﬀectively limiting fusion events and other
interparticle assembly pathways.64 Toward this end, a series of
ROMPISA reactions were carried out using a P(NB-amine)11
macroinitiator (Mn,NMR = 2.5 kDa, Mn,SEC = 2.6 kDa, ĐM =
1.22, Figures S7−S9, and Table S2) targeting DPs of 120, 180,
240, 300, and 420 for the core-forming P(NB-MEG) block by
varying the initial [NB-MEG]/[G3] feed ratio. All polymer-
izations were performed in acidic phosphate buﬀer (pH 2,
PB2) at a total solids concentration of 1 wt % in the presence
of 10% v/v THF. Following ROMPISA, P(NB-amine)11-b-
P(NB-MEG)n diblock copolymers were analyzed by
1H-NMR
spectroscopy for monomer conversion calculation, and size-
exclusion chromatography (SEC) to determine number-
average molecular weight (Mn) and dispersity (ĐM) values,
while the resulting nano-objects were characterized by dynamic
light scattering (DLS), zeta potential analysis, and transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) imaging. A summary of the
obtained results is provided in Figure 1 and in the Supporting
Information (Figures S10 and S14−S17 and Tables S3 and
S5).
In particular, controlled polymerizations were achieved in all
cases, with quantitative monomer conversions (>99%)
achieved after ∼30 min of polymerization time yielding
P(NB-amine)11-b-P(NB-MEG)n diblock copolymers with
narrow and symmetrical molecular weight distributions, low
dispersity values (ĐM ≤ 1.14), and Mn,SEC that increased
linearly with the initial feed ratio of monomer to catalyst
(Figure 1A,B and Table S3). Consistent with our previous
report, a uniform population of spherical polymersomes with
Dh = 47.8 ± 1.7 nm was obtained when targeting DPP(NB‑MEG)
= 180, as judged by DLS analysis and TEM imaging. As the
targeted core block DP was further increased to 240 and 300,
only a slight increase in the average hydrodynamic diameter of
the polymersomes to 59.9 ± 0.3 and 61.4 ± 1.2 nm,
respectively, was observed, whereas at DPP(NB‑MEG) = 420, ill-
deﬁned non-spherical nano-objects with Dh = 83.2 ± 0.9 nm
were developed. In all cases, zeta potential analysis conﬁrmed
the presence of positive charges on the outer surface of the
obtained nano-objects and their cationic character under
ROMPISA-mimicking conditions (zeta potential > + 21 mV, at
pH 2.0; Figures 1C,D,F, S14, and S17 and Table S5).
To gain further insight into the self-assembly process, dry-
state TEM images were analyzed using image processing
software to calculate average particle length (Lave, the distance
in nm along the longest nano-object axis), average maximum
dimension (Save, diameter for spherical polymersomes or
length for non-spherical ones) and average circularity values
(Cave) for each formulation. A full description of the image
analysis methodology applied herein is provided in the
Supporting Information. As shown in Figures 1F, S15 and
S16, Save values increased concurrently with Dh, although these
values were systematically lower than the diameters measured
by DLS likely due to particle shrinkage upon drying. In
addition, the nano-object Cave values−a ratio of the particle’s
area to its perimeter−remained relatively constant, ranging
between 0.65 and 0.8 across the series with the exception of
Scheme 1. Schematic Representation of the Synthetic Route
Followed for the Development of P(NB-R)11-b-P(NB-
MEG)n Diblock Copolymer Nano-Objects via Aqueous
Dispersion ROMPISA, Using Either a Water-Soluble P(NB-
Amine)11 or P(NB-PEG)11 Macroinitiator
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the P(NB-amine)11-b-P(NB-MEG)420 nanostructures. A dra-
matic decrease in Cave to 0.44 ± 0.16 was measured for this
sample, where the predominant morphology appeared to be of
non-spherical shape. Taken together, these data support our
hypothesis that electrostatic repulsive forces originating from
cationic charges within the particle coronae resist morpho-
logical evolution via pathways involving interactions between
multiple nano-objects (i.e., fusion; Figure 1E).
To promote fusion, it was apparent that surface charge
should be minimized to facilitate adhesive collisions between
nano-objects. We envisioned that, by changing the chemistry
of the stabilizer block pendant groups from cationic tertiary
amines to non-ionic poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG, Mn ≈ 350 g
mol−1) units, the energy barrier of polymersome fusion would
be reduced, rendering fusion the operative pathway of
morphological evolution. To this extent, a series of P(NB-
PEG)11-b-P(NB-MEG)n diblock copolymer nano-objects were
prepared using the same two-step ROMPISA methodology as
previously discussed, this time employing NB-PEG as the
corona-forming monomer to prepare a water-soluble P(NB-
PEG)11 macroinitiator (Mn,NMR = 5.5 kDa, Mn,SEC = 5.3 kDa,
ĐM = 1.20, Figures S25−S27 and Table S8). As before,
aqueous ROMPISA reactions using NB-MEG as the core-
forming monomer were conducted at [solids] = 1 wt % in
90:10 PB2/THF. Core-block DPs of 40, 60, 120, 140, 180,
240, 260, and 300 were targeted to accurately monitor the
evolution of particle morphology as a function of copolymer
composition.
Similar to the P(NB-amine)-based formulations, 1H-NMR
spectroscopic analysis showed complete monomer conversions
(>99%) after ∼30 min, and SEC analysis of the resulting
P(NB-PEG)11-b-P(NB-MEG)n diblock copolymers conﬁrmed
excellent polymerization control across the series (ĐM ≤ 1.16;
Figures 2A,B and S28 and Table S9). In addition, TEM
imaging and DLS analysis revealed the formation of small
spherical polymersomes with Dh values of 25.9 ± 1.9 nm, 34.9
± 3.6 nm and 47.5 ± 1.1 nm when targeting DPP(NB‑MEG) = 40,
60 and 120, respectively (Figures 2C,F and S35−S38 and
Table S11). It is supposed that the membrane thickness of the
polymersomes rapidly increases inward upon targeting higher
core-block DPs, reducing the volume of their inner aqueous
compartments, analogous to a previous study on polymer-
somes developed via RAFT-mediated PISA.33 Due to the
uniquely small size of the polymersomes prepared herein, it
was sometimes diﬃcult to identify the presence of their inner
lumen and accurately determine their membrane thickness
from the acquired TEM images. To further prove the
polymersome morphology, static light scattering (SLS) analysis
was carried out on the spherical polymersome samples with
DPP(NB‑MEG) = 40 and 60. In particular, measured Rg/Rh values
were 0.87 and 0.82, respectively, with calculated Nagg values of
439 and 827 (Figures S32 and S33 and Table S12). Based on
the fact that the measured Rg/Rh values are intermediate
between what would be typically expected for hollow spherical
polymersomes (Rg/Rh = 1.0) and spherical core−shell micelles
(Rg/Rh ≈ 0.78), as well as the markedly high Nagg values
compared to expected values for spherical micelles,65 these
results support our hypothesis of hollow nanostructures with
rather small inner compartments. Moreover, the observed
decrease in Rg/Rh ratio with increasing DPP(NB‑MEG) is
consistent with our proposal of assemblies of similar
hydrodynamic volume but progressively increasing membrane
thickness, and as a consequence reduced inner lumen volume.
In stark contrast to the P(NB-amine)-based series,
signiﬁcant nano-object elongation was clearly evident when
the targeted core-block DP was increased above 120, based on
observations from acquired dry-state and cryo-TEM images. In
fact, for the P(NB-PEG)11-b-P(NB-MEG)n samples where n =
140, 180, 240, and 260, tubular polymersomes (so-called
Figure 1. Characterization summary for the series of P(NB-amine)11-
b-P(NB-MEG)n diblock copolymer nano-objects. (A) Normalized
SEC RI molecular weight distributions, and (B) evolution of Mn
(ﬁlled circles) and ĐM (empty circles) values with increasing targeted
DPP(NB‑MEG) calculated from SEC analysis for P(NB-amine)11-b-
P(NB-MEG)n diblock copolymers prepared via aqueous ROMPISA.
Mn, SEC and ĐM values were calculated from PS standards using THF
+ 2% v/v NEt3 as the eluent. (C) Normalized intensity-weighted size
distributions obtained by DLS for P(NB-amine)11-b-P(NB-MEG)n
diblock copolymer nano-objects. (D) Zeta potential values for P(NB-
amine)11-b-P(NB-MEG)n diblock copolymer nano-objects measured
from microelectrophoretic analysis in PB2. (E) Schematic representa-
tion of interpolymersome repulsion restricting fusion events and
further morphological evolution. (F) Representative dry-state (top
row) and cryo-TEM (bottom row) images of P(NB-amine)11-b-
P(NB-MEG)n diblock copolymer nano-objects, and summary of Dh
values determined from DLS, and Save and Cave values calculated from
image analysis of the dry-state TEM images. Dry-state samples were
stained using 1 wt % uranyl acetate (UA) solution.
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“tubesomes”) of increasing length were obtained, as evidenced
by both DLS and TEM image analyses (Figures 2C,F and
S35−S38 and Table S11). Typically, cryo-TEM serves as the
main imaging tool for observation of non-spherical polymer-
somes, as morphological discrepancies of nano-objects can
occur during the drying process. However, in our case the
morphology of tubular nanostructures could be eﬀectively
retained under dry-state TEM conditions, owing to the high
glass transition temperature (Tg) values of polynorbornene-
based polymers (Tg of P(NB-MEG)180 homopolymer = 118.2
°C, Figure S6).
From dry-state TEM image processing, the calculated Save
values also increased with increasing targeted DPP(NB‑MEG),
while Cave values decreased consistently across the series (note
that circularity could not be accurately calculated for the
P(NB-PEG)11-b-P(NB-MEG)260 sample due to the lack of a
suﬃcient number of “well-isolated” particles in the TEM
images). It was also apparent that the populations of spherical
and tubular polymersomes became increasingly biased toward
the latter upon gradually increasing the targeted core block DP.
Indeed, a nearly pure morphology of highly anisotropic
tubesomes was present in the P(NB-PEG)11-b-P(NB-
MEG)260 sample. In this case, cryo-TEM imaging was
challenging to perform as the tubesomes were located in
relatively thick vitriﬁed ice layers owing to their large size and
irregular shape.57 It should also be noted that the average
width of formed tubesomes did not appear to signiﬁcantly vary
beyond the critical DPP(NB‑MEG) = 140 sample, whereas a
further increase of the core-forming block beyond DP = 260
resulted in macroscopic precipitation due to instability of the
developed nano-objects, most likely owing to their exceedingly
increased length and hydrophobicity. Contrary to the zeta
potential values measured for P(NB-amine)11-b-P(NB-MEG)n
nano-objects, the presence of non-ionic PEG chains on the
outer layer of both the P(NB-PEG)11-b-P(NB-MEG)n
spherical and tubular polymersomes was readily reﬂected on
the ﬁndings from microelectrophoretic analysis, as zeta
potential values of approximately 0 mV were measured in all
cases (Figure 2D and Table S11). These results support the
idea that reduced interparticle repulsion, aﬀected by changes in
Figure 2. Characterization summary for the series of P(NB-PEG)11-b-P(NB-MEG)n diblock copolymer nano-objects. (A) Normalized SEC RI
molecular weight distributions, and (B) evolution of Mn (ﬁlled circles) and ĐM (empty circles) values with increasing targeted DPP(NB‑MEG)
calculated from SEC analysis for P(NB-PEG)11-b-P(NB-MEG)n diblock copolymers prepared via aqueous ROMPISA. Mn, SEC and ĐM values were
calculated from PS standards using THF + 2% v/v NEt3 as the eluent. (C) Normalized intensity-weighted size distributions obtained by DLS for
P(NB-PEG)11-b-P(NB-MEG)n diblock copolymer nano-objects. (D) Zeta potential values for P(NB-PEG)11-b-P(NB-MEG)n diblock copolymer
nano-objects measured from microelectrophoretic analysis in PB2. (E) Schematic representation of tubesome evolution via polymerization-induced
polymersome fusion. (F) Representative dry-state (top row) and cryo-TEM (bottom row) images of P(NB-PEG)11-b-P(NB-MEG)n diblock
copolymer nano-objects, and summary of Dh values determined from DLS, and Save and Cave values calculated from image analysis of the dry-state
TEM images. Dry-state samples were stained using 1 wt % uranyl acetate (UA) solution.
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corona chemistry and particle surface charge, led to notable
polymersome fusion during ROMPISA, implying that
morphological evolution was now occurring by a diﬀerent
pathway than that observed in the case of the P(NB-amine)-
based system (Figure 2E).
As a ﬁnal illustration of the importance of particle corona
chemistry on the self-assembly behavior, the ROMPISA
reactions for preparation of P(NB-amine)11-b-P(NB-MEG)n
nano-objects were repeated in the presence of a high
concentration of NaCl in PB2 (i.e., [NaCl] = 100 mM). We
supposed that the presence of salt would act to partially screen
the positive charge in the nano-object coronae, facilitating the
occurrence of productive inelastic collisions and thus
increasing the incidence of fusion events. Full characterization
of the synthesized diblock copolymers and the resulting
nanostructures is provided in detail in the Supporting
Information (Figures S20−S24 and Tables S6 and S7). In
brief, polymerization control was not aﬀected by the presence
of NaCl in the reaction medium; however, particle fusion was
observed between polymersomes with P(NB-amine) coronae
in this case, with the onset of fusion shifted toward higher
core-block DP relative to the P(NB-PEG)-based series.
Indeed, nearly pure morphologies of long, tubular polymer-
somes could be obtained for the P(NB-amine) system in the
presence of NaCl, highlighting the importance of the role of
corona chemistry in determining the assembly pathway during
ROMPISA.
While marked diﬀerences in corona charge between the
P(NB-amine)- and P(NB-PEG)-based samples represented a
probable explanation for the noticeable variation in the
assemblies developed for each series, we also considered that
the unique tubesome morphology could potentially arise from
diﬀerences in ROMPISA kinetics between the two series. To
compare the relative rates of both polymerization and
morphological evolution processes, kinetic monitoring experi-
ments were performed using complementary characterization
techniques. Aqueous ROMPISA reactions targeting either
P(NB-amine)11-b-P(NB-MEG)300 or P(NB-PEG)11-b-P(NB-
MEG)260−polymers with approximately the same Mn and ĐM
values−were sampled at various time intervals over a period of
30 min, and the sample aliquots were quenched via the
addition of ethyl vinyl ether (EVE) for deactivation of the Ru-
based catalyst (Figures S11 and S29). In both cases, these
samples were then analyzed by 1H-NMR spectroscopic and
SEC analyses to determine polymerization conversion and
“livingness”, while DLS analysis of samples diluted immediately
after quenching was used to monitor changes in nano-object
size as polymerization progressed. It should be mentioned that
dry-state TEM imaging of the quenched samples was also
attempted, although signiﬁcant discrepancies were observed in
the TEM images compared with those shown in Figures 1 and
2, attributed to the presence of plasticizing EVE molecules
incorporated within the polymersome membranes leading to
equilibration of the samples toward more thermodynamically
favored products upon drying on the TEM grids (Figure S41).
However, dry-state TEM imaging of samples taken after
completion of each kinetic run without addition of EVE agreed
well with our previous ﬁndings for aqueous ROMISA reactions
targeting DPP(NB‑MEG) = 300 or 260, respectively.
Based on the original plots of monomer conversion vs time
(Figures S12 and S30), it was found in both cases that the
onset of nano-object micellization occurred at a very early
stage of the polymerization (i.e., at ca. 0.3 min and 35% NB-
MEG conversion), before which the rate of polymerization in
solution appeared to be faster compared to polymerization
within the nano-object cores.66,67 Thus, we considered
monomer conversion after this nucleation point in our
subsequent analysis. As shown in Figure 3A, both polymer-
ization processes exhibited pseudo-ﬁrst order kinetics after the
point of nucleation, as judged by the semilogarithmic plots,
with quantitative conversions (>99%) achieved after 30 min.
Importantly, propagation rates for both samples were found
not to vary signiﬁcantly (t1/2 = 1.9 and 2.5 min were calculated
for P(NB-amine)- and P(NB-PEG)-based formulations,
respectively). Thus, we were able to rule out diﬀerential
Figure 3. Summary of aqueous ROMPISA kinetic monitoring
experiments. (A) Monomer conversion after particle nucleation vs
polymerization time kinetic plots for synthesis of P(NB-amine)11-b-
P(NB-MEG)300 (purple circles) and P(NB-PEG)11-b-P(NB-
MEG)260 (blue circles) diblock copolymers via aqueous ROMPISA,
as determined by 1H-NMR spectroscopy in DMSO-d6 with 1,3,5-
trioxane as an external standard. The inset shows the corresponding
semilogarithmic plots for the determination of pseudo-ﬁrst-order
kinetic constants (kapp). (B) Evolution of intensity-average Dh, as
determined by DLS analysis of aliquots for the same P(NB-amine)11-
b-P(NB-MEG)300 (purple circles) and P(NB-PEG)11-b-P(NB-
MEG)260 (blue circles) diblock copolymer nano-objects withdrawn
during kinetic monitoring, as a function of DPP(NB‑MEG) calculated
from conversion. The insets show representative dry-state TEM
images of samples obtained after completion of each ROMPISA
process without EVE addition. The pink and orange diamonds
represent Dh values determined from the end-point measurements
shown in Figures 1 and 2 for the P(NB-amine)- and P(NB-PEG)-
based samples, respectively. (C) Normalized absorbance, as
determined by in situ turbidimetric analysis during each polymer-
ization for synthesis of P(NB-amine)11-b-P(NB-MEG)300 (purple
circles) and P(NB-PEG)11-b-P(NB-MEG)260 (blue circles) diblock
copolymer nano-objects, as a function of DPP(NB‑MEG) calculated from
conversion. The black line corresponds to a standard sigmoidal
logistic ﬁt, showing an inﬂection point at DPP(NB‑MEG) ≈ 185
highlighted by the dashed line that corresponds to the onset of
polymersome fusion (R2 = 0.998). (D) Normalized absorbance, as
determined by in situ turbidimetric analysis during each polymer-
ization for synthesis of P(NB-amine)11-b-P(NB-MEG)300 (purple
circles) and P(NB-PEG)11-b-P(NB-MEG)260 (blue circles) diblock
copolymer nano-objects, vs intensity-average Dh measured from DLS
analysis. The black line corresponds to a standard sigmoidal logistic
ﬁt, with an inﬂection point at Dh ≈ 68 nm highlighted by the dashed
line that corresponds to the onset of polymersome fusion (R2 =
0.998).
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polymerization kinetics as an explanation for the distinct
diﬀerences in fusion behavior between the two nano-object
series. Moreover, SEC analysis of selected samples obtained
from kinetic monitoring experiments revealed the linear
evolution of Mn, SEC values with increasing NB-MEG
conversion and veriﬁed the living character of both ROMPISA
processes (Figures S13 and S31 and Tables S4 and S10).
In contrast to the 1H-NMR spectroscopic analysis, a
signiﬁcant diﬀerence was observed in the slopes of the plots
showing the time-dependent evolution of intensity-average Dh
values, as measured by DLS (Figures S18A and S39A). To
further emphasize this diﬀerence, the average diameter values
corresponding to the developed diblock copolymer nano-
objects at each time point were correlated to the core block DP
calculated from conversion (Figure 3B). For the P(NB-
amine)-based samples, it was evident that intensity-average Dh
values increased linearly up to ca. DPP(NB‑MEG) = 210, after
which the measured diameter remained constant independent
of the DP of the growing P(NB-MEG) block. By comparison,
a similar linear Dh increase was observed early in the
polymerization of the P(NB-PEG)-based system; however,
above a similar DPP(NB‑MEG) threshold, the average nano-object
diameter increased exponentially with increasing polymer DP.
These data are consistent with the observations made by TEM
imaging (Figures 1 and 2), where the P(NB-PEG)11-b-P(NB-
MEG)n nanostructure composition approached a pure
morphology of long, tubular polymersomes as the DP of
core-forming P(NB-MEG) was increased from 180 to 260,
while P(NB-amine)11-b-P(NB-MEG)n diblock copolymers
only yielded small spherical polymersomes with minor size
diﬀerences as the targeted core block DP varied between 180
and 300.
As a ﬁnal method for direct kinetic comparison, both
ROMPISA procedures were monitored via in situ turbidimetric
analysis using UV−vis spectroscopy. Variations in transmitted
light (% transmittance) at λ = 550 nm were measured over the
course of the reactions, and the observed reduction in %
transmittance (or increase in absorbance) was assumed to arise
from increased scattering of the incident light by the growing
particles in solution (Figures S18B and S39B). For Rayleigh
scattering, relevant for particles smaller than the wavelength of
the incident light, the scattering intensity can be correlated to
the diameter of the scattering species through a power law
relationship.68 Thus, the decrease in transmitted light intensity
can be viewed in the lens of increasing particle size. Upon
comparing the data obtained from turbidimetric analysis to
those obtained from 1H-NMR spectroscopy and DLS analysis,
a few key relationships evidently emerged. Figure 3C shows the
change in absorbance (related in this case to scattering
intensity) as a function of the core block DP calculated from
conversion. For the P(NB-amine)-based sample, the curve
scaled according to a power law relationship, consistent with
increased scattering by particles of progressively increasing
size. In contrast, a sigmoidal relationship was noticed for the
P(NB-PEG)-based sample, with an initial slope of power-law
scaling and an inﬂection at DPP(NB‑MEG) ≈ 185. The DP value
at this inﬂection point is of great signiﬁcance, as it corresponds
to the critical DP at which the onset of polymersome fusion
was also observed in previous end-point experiments (Figure
2). This result can be rationalized as follows: (1) spherical
polymersomes initially increase in diameter, leading to
increased scattering according to the expected power law
relationship, (2) above a certain DP threshold, fusion of
spherical polymersome building blocks begins favoring the
development of tubesomes, and (3) the rate of change in the
size of the particles increases dramatically, but is also
accompanied by a proportional decrease in the overall number
of particles, with the net eﬀect being a decreased dependence
of the scattered light intensity on the polymer DP. The same
trends were observed when comparing the intensity-average Dh
of the prepared diblock copolymer nano-objects, as measured
by DLS analysis, to their corresponding absorbance values
(Figure 3D), with an inﬂection point being evident for the
P(NB-PEG)11-b-P(NB-MEG)n sample at Dh ≈ 68 nm
corresponding to a DPP(NB‑MEG) of approximately 180 and to
the time at which the onset of polymersome fusion occurs.
The above experiments provide indirect evidence of
polymerization-induced polymersome fusion based on the
exponential size increase of the tubesomes with increasing DP
of the core-forming block and the presence of apparent
intermediate fusion stages in the obtained TEM images
(Figure S40). To directly verify and monitor polymersome
fusion, a series of Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET)
experiments were carried out, which involve the non-radiative
transfer of absorbed energy from a donor to an acceptor
ﬂuorophore. The excited acceptor then emits a photon, with
the net eﬀect being that excitation of the donor ﬂuorophore
results in ﬂuorescence emission of the acceptor. Importantly,
the FRET process requires the two species to be in close
contact for the energy transfer to occur (i.e., distances ≤10
nm). Thus, FRET provides a distance-dependent measurement
of the dynamic activity of the two ﬂuorescent compounds on
the nanoscale.69
To evaluate polymersome membrane fusion using FRET in
our P(NB-PEG)-b-P(NB-MEG) system, donor and acceptor
ﬂuorophores, that form a FRET pair when in close proximity,
were incorporated into the developed polymer nanostructures.
In particular, aminochloromaleimide (ACM) was chosen as
the donor molecule based on its synthetic simplicity, small size,
and high quantum yield in non-polar environments.70 To
provide good spectral overlap, Rhodamine B (RhB) was
employed as the acceptor ﬂuorophore (Figure 4B). Both
species were introduced via coupling to norbornene moieties
for the synthesis of NB-ACM and NB-RhB monomers,
respectively, such that they could be directly polymerized
and would remain covalently linked to the prepared
copolymers during ROMPISA, avoiding a false indication of
FRET behavior arising from diﬀusion of free ﬂuorophore
molecules between nano-objects. Our previously described
aqueous ROMPISA procedure was then appropriately
modiﬁed to introduce a short run of each ﬂuorescent monomer
as an intermediate block between the corona- and core-
forming segments. In brief, NB-PEG was ﬁrst polymerized via
solution ROMP in THF using G3 for synthesis of a P(NB-
PEG)11 macroinitiator. Then, a solution of either NB-ACM or
NB-RhB monomer in THF was added to the macroinitiator
solution for synthesis of the second ﬂuorophore-containing
block (Figures S44 and S45 and Table S13). In the ﬁnal step,
each diblock copolymer macroinitiator was chain-extended
using an acidic aqueous solution of NB-MEG, resulting in
development of P(NB-PEG)11-b-P(NB-ACM)m-b-P(NB-
MEG)n and P(NB-PEG)11-b-P(NB-RhB)m/2-b-P(NB-
MEG)n triblock copolymer nano-objects via ROMPISA (NB-
ACM/NB-RhB molar ratio = 2:1; Figure 4A-I).
As shown in Figure 4A-II, we hypothesized that FRET
would arise between ACM- and RhB-functionalized particles
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only when (1) unimer exchange between particles was
occurring on the time scale of the experiment; or (2) fusion
between spherical polymersomes occurred, creating regions of
close ﬂuorophore contact within the fused tubular polymer-
some membranes. In the absence of both, no FRET would be
expected. Since we were operating under the assumption that
fusion events only occurred during polymerization, it was
important to compare samples containing each ﬂuorophore
that were mixed during ROMPISA prior to the point at which
full monomer conversion was reached, to those mixed after
completion of the polymerization in order to conﬁrm this
hypothesis.
Thus, two sets of ROMPISA reactions targeting P(NB-
MEG) DPs of 120 (below fusion threshold) and 240 (above
fusion threshold) were carried out using either P(NB-PEG)11-
b-P(NB-ACM)m or P(NB-PEG)11-b-P(NB-RhB)m/2 diblock
copolymer macroinitiator under otherwise identical polymer-
ization conditions. Equal amounts of pure ACM- and RhB-
containing samples were then mixed after 1 min of polymer-
ization time (ca. ∼ 50% NB-MEG conversion), at which point
initial particle nucleation had occurred but polymerization was
still incomplete. These samples, mixed during polymerization
(Md), were compared against the corresponding ones in which
the ACM- and RhB-functionalized triblock copolymer nano-
objects were mixed after polymerization for either 2h (Ma‑2h)
or 24h (Ma‑24h). In the latter case, no fusion was expected to
occur for either sample due to the lack of a driving force.
Detailed characterization of resulting triblock copolymers and
nano-objects is provided in the Supporting Information
(Figures S46−S51 and Tables S14−S16).
In summary, successful attachment of the ﬂuorophore
molecules on the formed polymers was conﬁrmed by
performing SEC analysis of the diblock macroinitiators with
UV detection at λACM = 360 nm or λRhB = 545 nm where
complete overlap between the RI and UV traces was observed.
Importantly, DLS analysis and dry-state TEM imaging of the
pure ACM- and RhB-functionalized samples, as well as the
Ma‑24h and Md mixed samples, showed that the triblock
copolymer architecture did not aﬀect the self-assembly process
of the resulting nano-objects in all cases, with spherical
polymersomes of ∼50 nm in diameter being observed for
targeted DPP(NB‑MEG) = 120, and a mixture of spherical and
tubular polymersomes being formed for DPP(NB‑MEG) = 240.
A simple comparison of the relative FRET eﬃciency of the
various samples could be made using the ratio of the maximum
intensities of the donor (ACM) and acceptor (RhB) peaks in
the ﬂuorescence spectra, with higher values representing a
greater FRET eﬃciency. The calculated ratios for the pure and
mixed nano-object samples when excited at λex. = 360 nm are
shown in Figure 4C. In general, the FRET ratio was higher for
the mixed samples than for the pure ACM-functionalized
nano-objects. A more evident increase in this ratio can be
noticed when comparing the Ma‑2h and Md samples for the
polymerizations targeting DPP(NB‑MEG) = 240 than for those
targeting DPP(NB‑MEG) = 120. Since the molar concentration of
each ﬂuorophore remained constant in both series, these
ﬁndings indicate a higher relative FRET eﬃciency for the
mixed samples with P(NB-MEG) DP of 240, implying closer
contact between the ﬂuorophores in this case and as a
consequence a great extent of membrane blending.
To further evaluate diﬀerences in FRET behavior of triblock
copolymer nano-objects with DPP(NB‑MEG) = 120 and 240,
ﬂuorescence lifetimes (FL) corresponding to the ACM
ﬂuorophore for pure and mixed samples were measured.
Figure 4D-I,D-II show ﬂuorescence lifetime decay curves for
the ACM-functionalized particles alone (ACMn) and mixed
with RhB-functionalized particles either during (ACMn+RhBn
Md) or after polymerization (ACMn+RhBn Ma‑2h; n = 120 and
240, respectively). In particular, no change in FL could be
observed when comparing the decay curves for the
ACM120+RhB120 Ma‑2h and ACM120+RhB120 Md mixed
samples, consistent with our observation that no fusion events
occur at this P(NB-MEG) DP. In contrast, a faster FL decay
Figure 4. Summary of FRET results for pure P(NB-PEG)11-b-P(NB-
ACM)m-b-P(NB-MEG)n triblock copolymer nano-objects (ACMn),
and resulting ACMn+RhBn Ma‑2h and ACMn+RhBn Md samples (n =
120 and 240) for direct monitoring of polymersome membrane
fusion. (A) Structures of P(NB-PEG)11-b-P(NB-ACM)m-b-P(NB-
MEG)n (donor) and P(NB-PEG)11-b-P(NB-RhB)m/2-b-P(NB-
MEG)n (acceptor) triblock copolymers prepared via aqueous
ROMPISA (I), and schematic representation of potential outcomes
from polymersome mixing experiments (II). (B) Spectral overlap
between ACM ﬂuorescence emission and RhB absorption spectra. For
ACMn, ACMn+RhBn Ma‑2h and ACMn+RhBn Md samples: (C)
Counts ratio of the donor (λem. ACM = 485 nm) and acceptor (λem. RhB
= 590 nm) ﬂuorescence emission peaks. (D) Fluorescence lifetime
decay proﬁles of (I) n = 120 and (II) n = 240 samples. (E)
Comparison of average ﬂuorescence lifetime values, expressed as %
diﬀerence relative to the pure ACMn nano-objects, obtained using (I)
τAv,I, and (II) τAv,A ﬁtting models.
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was observed for the samples that were mixed during
polymerization targeting DPP(NB‑MEG) = 240, where extensive
membrane fusion was expected to occur. The observed FL
diﬀerences revealed a change in the surrounding microenviron-
ment of ACM molecules due to the close presence of RhB
moieties and subsequent occurrence of energy transfer
phenomena.69 To further emphasize this diﬀerence in FRET
behavior, the decay curves were ﬁt using both τAv,I and τAv,A
methods to determine intensity-average and amplitude-average
FL values, respectively, for each sample (Table S16). A
comparison of average ﬂuorescence lifetimes for the
ACMn+RhBn Ma‑2h and ACMn+RhBn Md mixed samples
relative to that of the pure ACMn nano-objects, taken as a
percentage diﬀerence, is shown in Figure 4E. Here, a more
dramatic diﬀerence can be observed between the
ACM120+RhB120 and ACM240+RhB240 samples that were
mixed during polymerization. Owing to the fact that FRET
eﬃciency depends on the distance separating the donor and
acceptor species, it can be concluded that a notably higher
proportion of these ﬂuorophores are in close contact for nano-
objects with DPP(NB‑MEG) = 240 compared to the ones with
DPP(NB‑MEG) = 120, further supporting the concept of
polymerization-induced polymersome fusion.
Contrary to the above FRET ﬁndings, comparison of
average FL values for samples mixed after polymerization
either for 2h or 24h showed the opposite trend for
ACM120+RhB120 and ACM240+RhB240 samples, with a decrease
in FL observed between the ACM120+RhB120 Ma‑2h and
ACM120+RhB120 Ma‑24h samples but no noticeable diﬀerence
between FL decay proﬁles for the DPP(NB‑MEG) = 240 samples
(Figure S51). This suggests a limited occurrence of unimer
exchange for the DPP(NB‑MEG) = 120 samples and essentially no
unimer exchange for the kinetically “frozen” ACM240+RhB240
nanostructures over prolonged periods of time.
In addition to the membrane fusion studies, it was of
paramount importance to investigate whether the interior
aqueous lumens of individual spherical polymersomes were
also able to mix to form a single aqueous compartment during
fusion processes. To this extent, two water-soluble ﬂuorescent
dyes with distinctly diﬀerent ﬂuorescent proﬁles chosen to
avoid FRET (i.e., FAM-NHS (green-emitting dye), and Cy5-
NHS (red-emitting dye)) were encapsulated within the lumens
of P(NB-PEG)11-b-P(NB-MEG)n diblock copolymer nano-
objects.71 Since fusion events were shown to be driven by
polymerization, it was projected that lumen and hence dye
mixing would only occur when samples were mixed in early
stages of ROMPISA prior to tubesome development, whereas
exchange of cargoes for samples mixed after completion of the
polymerization could only occur via diﬀusion of the dyes
between discrete nano-objects. Similar to the methodology
followed in FRET studies, the two dyes were directly
encapsulated into separate formulations via aqueous ROMPI-
SA targeting DP of P(NB-MEG) = 240 (above fusion
threshold), and FAM-NHS- and Cy5-NHS-loaded samples
were mixed either after 1 min of polymerization time (ca. ∼
50% monomer conversion) (FAM-NHS+Cy5-NHS Md) or
after polymerization for a period of 2h (FAM-NHS+Cy5-NHS
Ma‑2h) and 12h (FAM-NHS+Cy5-NHS Ma‑12h). The devel-
oped pure and mixed FAM-NHS- and Cy5-NHS-loaded
samples were puriﬁed by dialysis against DI water (pH 7.0)
for removal of unencapsulated dye and were subsequently
imaged using TEM and confocal microscopy.
Figure 5. Representative confocal microscopy images for pure FAM-NHS-loaded (green; A) and Cy5-NHS-loaded (red; B) P(NB-PEG)11-b-
P(NB-MEG)240 diblock copolymer nano-objects, and resulting FAM-NHS+Cy5-NHS Ma‑2h/12h (C and D) and FAM-NHS+Cy5-NHS Md (E)
samples for investigation of inner aqueous lumen mixing of polymersomes during tubesome development. In all cases, the scale bars represent 15
μm and the size of the insets is 20 μm × 20 μm.
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In all cases, the morphologies formed from this series of dye-
loaded nano-objects agreed well with previously described di-
or triblock copolymer systems targeting the same core-block
DP with a mixture of long tubesomes and a small population of
spherical non-fused polymersomes being observed by dry-state
TEM imaging (Figure S43). Moreover, confocal microscopy
imaging of the puriﬁed FAM-NHS- and Cy5-NHS-loaded
P(NB-PEG)11-b-P(NB-MEG)240 nano-objects conﬁrmed the
successful encapsulation of either dye within discrete
compartmentalized nanostructures, detected using either a
green or a red channel, respectively (Figures 5A,B).
Importantly, comparison of the green and red channel overlay
for acquired images of FAM-NHS+Cy5-NHS Ma‑2h/12h and
FAM-NHS+Cy5-NHS Md samples revealed that extensive
fusion between polymersome lumens was achieved in the latter
case, where near complete color overlap was clearly observed
in the merged image, suggesting the co-localization of the two
ﬂuorescent dyes in the same aqueous microenvironment
(Figure 5E). In contrast, merged confocal microscopy images
for dye-loaded samples mixed after polymerization showed no
observable color overlap after 2h and 12h of mixing, implying
that no fusion had occurred nor had the two dyes become co-
localized via diﬀusion processes. These experiments serve as
further validation of our original hypothesis of polymerization-
promoted fusion (Figure 5C,D).
■ DISCUSSION
On the basis of our original experimental design, it was
possible to promote fusion of spherical polymersomes
prepared via aqueous ROMPISA and induce morphological
transitions toward the formation of higher-order tubular
polymersomes by altering the chemistry of the corona-forming
stabilizer block. In particular, it was observed that inelastic
collisions and fusion phenomena between cationic P(NB-
amine)11-b-P(NB-MEG)n diblock copolymer polymersomes
were eﬀectively prohibited for a wide range of targeted core
block DPs, preventing the morphological evolution of the
prepared vesicular nanostructures. On the contrary, the
energetic barrier that needed to be surpassed to allow for
one-dimensional collisions between individual polymersomes
was readily reduced when a non-ionic P(NB-PEG)-based
macroinitiator was utilized for preparation of nano-objects with
minimal surface charge, driving the occurrence of extensive
fusion events during polymerization and in situ development of
cylindrical tubesomes (Figures 1 and 2). The preparation of
tubular polymersomes has been previously reported via
manipulation of spherical precursors by changes in osmotic
pressure, pH, or supramolecular complexation,55,56,72,73 by
puriﬁcation of mixed morphologies containing tubesomes and
other nanostructures,74 through assembly of liquid-crystalline
block copolymers,75,76 or through self-assembly in solvent
mixtures containing high concentrations of PEG.77,78 In these
examples, no control over the length or sample composition
was demonstrated. In contrast, tubesomes of controllable
length were reproducibly achieved in our system under
standard aqueous ROMPISA conditions in the absence of
external manipulation, originating instead from polymer-
ization-induced polymersome fusion.
Comparison of the TEM image analysis data for the various
samples shown above revealed that the average maximum
dimension (Save) values of P(NB-amine)-based formulations
remained nearly constant with increasing DP of core-forming
P(NB-MEG) block, suggesting limited fusion in this case. In
stark contrast, the calculated Save values and the corresponding
non-spherical fraction for diblock copolymer nano-objects
bearing P(NB-PEG)11 and P(NB-amine)11+NaCl coronae
were found to gradually increase with increasing targeted core
block DP, whereas Cave values followed the opposite trend,
providing initial evidence for our hypothesis of polymersome
fusion. Importantly, in the case of the P(NB-PEG)11-b-P(NB-
MEG)260 nano-objects, an Save of approximately 450 nm and a
non-spherical fraction close to 1.0 evidently showed the
development of a near uniform population of long tubular
polymersomes with unique physicochemical characteristics
owing to their shape anisotropy.53−57 Determination of the
fraction of non-spherical nano-objects from TEM image
analysis for each series also indicated that the onset of
polymersome fusion in the case of P(NB-amine)-based nano-
objects prepared in the presence of NaCl occurred at a higher
core-block DP compared to the P(NB-PEG)-based series
(Figures 6A,B, S15−S16, S23−S24, and S36−S37).
In order to gain further insight into the fusion process of
P(NB-PEG)11-b-P(NB-MEG)n diblock copolymer nano-ob-
jects, a data ﬁtting process was developed based on the dry-
state TEM image analysis data relating the particle shape
distribution to the average tubesome length. First, the average
number of spherical polymersomes that had fused per
tubesome (NF) was calculated for each diblock copolymer
composition by dividing the average particle length (Lave) (or
Figure 6. Summary of image analysis data as calculated from acquired
dry-state TEM images. (A) Evolution of Save values with increasing
targeted DPP(NB‑MEG) for P(NB-PEG)11-b-P(NB-MEG)n (blue
circles) and P(NB-amine)11-b-P(NB-MEG)n diblock copolymer
nano-objects developed via aqueous ROMPISA in the absence
(purple circles) or presence (green circles) of NaCl. (B) Sample
composition, expressed as the fraction of non-spherical nano-objects,
as a function of targeted DPP(NB‑MEG) for the same samples. For
P(NB-PEG)11-b-P(NB-MEG)n diblock copolymer nano-objects: C)
Evolution of NF (= Lave/Dave) values, the average number of fused
particles per tubesome, as a function of the fraction of cylindrical
tubesomes in the sample. The black line represents a “step-growth-
like” ﬁt of the data using a modiﬁed version of Carothers equation (R2
= 0.997). (D) Evolution of tubesome length dispersity, ĐL, (= Lw/Ln)
values with increasing cylindrical tubesome fraction. The black line
represents theoretically expected ĐL values calculated from a “step-
growth-like” ﬁt of the data using a modiﬁed version of Carothers
equation (R2 = 0.981).
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Dave for samples where only spherical polymersomes were
observed) by a ﬁxed particle diameter value. This diameter
value was chosen to be the calculated Dave of the P(NB-
PEG)11-b-P(NB-MEG)140 sample at the onset of polymer-
some fusion (i.e., Dave ≈ 39 nm) with the assumption that the
average width of fused tubesomes remained relatively constant
once fusion had begun. This was further validated by
performing manual particle counting measurements for
determination of average tubesome width values for each
sample, which did not notably vary across the series. The
determined NF values were then correlated to the fraction of
cylindrical tubesomes over spherical particles (FC = NT/NS,
where NT and NS represent the number of tubular and
spherical polymersomes, respectively; Figure 6C).
Interestingly, it was found that the most accurate ﬁt of the
obtained image analysis data resulted from a modiﬁed version
of Carothers equations for step-growth polymerization that
correlate the average degree of polymerization (Xn) and
polymer dispersity (ĐM) with monomer conversion (p) (i.e.,
Xn = 1/(1 − p) and ĐM = 1 + p, respectively).79 In complete
analogy to step-growth polymerization, single spherical
polymersomes were considered to be “monomeric building
blocks” for the fusion-driven synthesis of tubesome “macro-
molecules”, composed of two or more fused particles. In
addition, NF was considered as the “degree of polymersome
fusion” and the ratio NT/NS was considered as the “monomer
conversion”. Finally, the tubesome length dispersity values (ĐL
= 1 + FC) were calculated by dividing the measured weight-
average length values (Lw) by the corresponding number-
average length values (Ln) for every P(NB-PEG)11-b-P(NB-
MEG)n nano-object composition and were found to agree well
with theoretically expected values obtained from a modiﬁed
Carothers equation for polymer dispersity determination
(Figure 6D).79 On the basis of these ﬁndings, it is evident
that polymersome fusion mirrors a step-growth-like motif.
Thus, the proposed polymersome fusion methodology can be
utilized as a straightforward guide for targeting a speciﬁc nano-
object composition (i.e., ratio between tubular and spherical
polymersomes) in this system via tuning of the targeted core
block DP of the nanoassemblies.
Apart from investigation of polymersome fusion via TEM
imaging of end-point ROMPISA reactions targeting a certain
DP of P(NB-MEG), alternative characterization techniques
were also utilized to in situ monitor and deﬁnitively conﬁrm
the occurrence of polymerization-induced fusion events. First,
ROMPISA kinetic monitoring via 1H-NMR spectroscopy was
performed for synthesis of P(NB-amine)11-b-P(NB-MEG)300
and P(NB-PEG)11-b-P(NB-MEG)260 diblock copolymers with
eﬀectively the same molecular weight and dispersity values,
eliminating the speculation that observed diﬀerences in the
fusion behavior could potentially arise from discrepancies in
polymerization kinetics. In both cases, aqueous ROMPISA
processes followed pseudo-ﬁrst-order kinetics with similar
polymerization rate constants and quantitative monomer
conversions achieved after 30 min of polymerization. Addi-
tionally, monitoring of changes in average nano-object
diameter and % transmittance values upon polymerization
progression by DLS and in situ turbidimetric analysis,
respectively, allowed for direct evaluation of fusion behavior
and tubesome formation in the P(NB-PEG)11-based system
(Figure 3).
Following detailed assessment of the polymersome fusion
procedure, the polymerization time (t = 2.55 min) and as a
consequence the critical DP of P(NB-MEG) (DP ≈ 185) at
which the onset of fusion occurred were able to be accurately
determined. These values were subsequently correlated to
intensity-average Dh values measured from DLS kinetic
analysis, revealing that nano-objects of approximately 68 nm
in size were present in solution at the onset of polymersome
fusion prior to evolution of tubesomes. Similar to the
methodology followed for analysis of dry-state TEM images
for P(NB-PEG)11-b-P(NB-MEG)n diblock copolymer nano-
objects, all intensity-average Dh values measured for
intermediate time points and core-forming block DPs during
kinetic monitoring were divided by this ﬁxed Dh value in order
to determine the extent of fusion and conversion of spherical
polymersomes by DLS analysis. Finally, DLS conversion values
were appropriately normalized so that the fraction of
cylindrical tubesomes (FC) (i.e., conversion) at the ﬁnal time
point was equal to the one calculated for the same end-point
P(NB-PEG)11-b-P(NB-MEG)260 formulation from TEM
image analysis, since DLS operates under the assumption
that incident light is scattered by hard spheres, often
underestimating the actual average dimension values for
nanoparticles of cylindrical shape (Figure 7A).
To further investigate diﬀerences between polymerization
and fusion kinetics, the rates corresponding to each process
were initially plotted as semilogarithmic relationships assuming
pseudo-ﬁrst-order kinetics. Interestingly, it was found that this
Figure 7. Comparison between polymerization and fusion kinetics for
synthesis of P(NB-PEG)11-b-P(NB-MEG)260 tubesomes. (A) Mono-
mer conversion after particle nucleation (dark blue circles) and
spherical polymersome conversion (light blue circles) vs polymer-
ization time kinetic plots for synthesis of P(NB-PEG)11-b-P(NB-
MEG)260 diblock copolymer tubesomes via aqueous ROMPISA, as
determined by 1H-NMR spectroscopy and DLS analysis, respectively.
(B) Ln([M]0/[M]) vs polymerization time kinetic plot, as determined
by 1H-NMR spectroscopy, showing that the ROMPISA polymer-
ization followed pseudo-ﬁrst-order kinetics (R2 = 0.999). (C) [M]0/
[M] vs polymerization time kinetic plot, as determined by DLS
analysis, showing that the polymersome fusion process followed
second-order kinetics with the onset of fusion observed at ca. 2.55
min (R2 = 0.999).
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ﬁrst-order ﬁtting was only precisely applicable in the case of
ROMPISA kinetics, whereas a poor data ﬁt was obtained in the
case of polymersome fusion kinetics (Figure 7B). Indeed, the
rate of polymerization-induced polymersome fusion was best
ﬁt using a second-order kinetic equation (Figure 7C). As
shown in Figure 7C, the kinetic plot of [M]0/[M] vs
polymerization time using size values obtained from DLS
analysis was separated into two regimes. For the ﬁrst regime
from 0 to 2.55 min, spherical polymersomes of growing size
were developed with no evident fusion events occurring,
whereas for the second regime, a dramatic acceleration in rate
was observed after 2.55 min that was attributed to the onset of
polymerization-induced polymersome fusion resulting in a
progressively larger population of tubular vesicles with
increasing conversion.
We believe that the evidently faster polymerization kinetics
as compared to fusion kinetics is of paramount importance for
the development of kinetically trapped morphologies with slow
chain mobility during aqueous ROMPISA in the case of P(NB-
PEG)11-based formulations. In particular, out-of-equilibrium
evolution of tubular polymersomes as the kinetically favorable
product driven by 1D inelastic collisions between spherical
polymersome building blocks with high membrane tension was
solely observed during ROMPISA, whereas other self-assembly
methodologies (e.g., solvent-switch or plasticization by EVE
molecules) that allow for slow rearrangement and equilibration
of polymer chains resulted in the formation of diﬀerent
thermodynamically favorable morphologies, such as large
spherical polymersomes or donut-shaped particles (Figure
S41).
Conﬁrmation of our originally proposed rationale that fusion
events were only promoted during ROMPISA and were more
pronounced at higher core-block DPs was achieved by a series
of experiments involving either the direct attachment or
encapsulation of ﬂuorescent molecules within the membrane
or inner aqueous lumen domains of polymersomes, respec-
tively, that were used as markers for fusion monitoring. In the
ﬁrst case, ACM- and RhB-functionalized triblock copolymer
nano-objects were prepared containing either ﬂuorophore
between the corona- and core-forming blocks with targeted
DPP(NB‑MEG) below or above the fusion threshold. This
approach allowed for monitoring of fusion events of polymer-
some membranes occurring during ROMPISA process. For
samples mixed during ROMPISA, a distinctly faster FL decay
was observed for ACM-containing nano-objects when targeting
core block DP = 240 as compared to the samples with
DPP(NB‑MEG) = 120 owing to occurrence of extensive fusion
events and hence presence of the two ﬂuorophores in close
proximity in the former case. FL decay proﬁles for samples
mixed after polymerization for 2h revealed no signiﬁcant
energy transfer and fusion phenomena in either case, whereas
measurements after mixing for an extended period of time
(24h) showed that minimum unimer exchange took place for
the DPP(NB‑MEG) = 240 sample (Figures 4 and S51).
Moreover, following the previously described concept of
sample mixing during polymerization prior to the onset of
fusion or after completion of polymerization and fusion
procedures, the polymerization-induced mixing of polymer-
some inner lumens was also veriﬁed by confocal microscopy
imaging via the observed co-localization of the utilized water-
soluble FAM-NHS and Cy5-NHS ﬂuorescent dyes within the
same aqueous microenvironment for the P(NB-PEG)11-b-
P(NB-MEG)240 diblock copolymer nano-object samples mixed
during polymerization. On the contrary, limited cargo
exchange and hence minimum lumen fusion and membrane
permeability was observed for samples mixed after ROMPISA,
Figure 8. Proposed assembly pathway for polymerization-induced fusion of spherical polymersomes and in situ membrane tension-driven
morphological evolution toward kinetically favored tubesomes for P(NB-PEG)11-b-P(NB-MEG)n diblock copolymer nano-objects. Other
rearrangements (i.e., unimer exchange) and equilibration procedures promote the formation of thermodynamically favored nanostructures. The
scale bars for the dry-state TEM image insets represent 50 nm, except for the image marked with an asterisk (*) where the scale bar represents 100
nm.
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as FAM-NHS and Cy5-NHS dyes were found to be located in
distinctly disparate domains (Figure 5). In addition, the
evidently rapid monomer consumption is supposed to also
limit plasticization of the nano-object hydrophobic domains by
the core-forming monomer in the early ROMPISA stages,
minimizing unimer and cargo exchange between particles.
Finally, dry-state TEM imaging and analysis of the acquired
images for both P(NB-amine)- and P(NB-PEG)-based
samples of diﬀerent compositions aged for a period of 4
weeks were carried out for determination of Save values and
non-spherical nano-object fractions (Figures S19 and S42). In
both cases, average particle dimensions and non-spherical
fractions of the aged samples were found not to vary
signiﬁcantly compared to the originally developed samples,
clearly showing their high stability under storage conditions in
aqueous media as well as the prevention of equilibration
phenomena or additional fusion events after polymerization
over prolonged periods of time due to the lack of a driving
force.
Based on these observations, our proposed assembly
pathway for polymerization-induced polymersome fusion and
in situ step-growth-like formation of tubesomes in the case of
P(NB-PEG)11-b-P(NB-MEG)n diblock copolymer nano-ob-
jects is schematically illustrated in Figure 8. We rationalize the
fusion phenomenon in terms of polymersome membrane
energy. Small spherical polymersomes of low σ arise in early
stages of polymerization. The rapid increase of block
copolymer chain length and concurrent increase in copolymer
hydrophobicity as ROMPISA progresses leads to a buildup of
polymersome membrane tension (ΔΔG1, high σ polymer-
somes). This tension cannot be alleviated by unimer exchange
or other dissipative pathways, evidenced by the long-term
stability of the tubular nanostructures, likely due to the glassy
nature of the membranes (Tg of P(NB-MEG)180 homopol-
ymer = 118.2 °C, Figure S6) and the poor water solubility of
the constituent polymer chains. Such a pathway would allow
access to the equilibrium morphology, which was shown to
consist of large spherical polymersomes prepared via a solvent-
switch methodology. Instead, membrane tension is alleviated
by fusion between two (or more) polymersomes. Upon
continued polymerization and fusion events, tubesomes form
preferentially to reduce the overall surface area of the system.
Ideally, an energetic minimum would be reached for spherical
polymersomes with membranes under no tension. However,
the bending rigidity of the constituent polymer chains reduces
the amount of membrane curvature that is allowed, and a ﬁne
balance is struck between membrane tension and bending
rigidity to generate highly anisotropic, low σ tubesomes as
kinetic products that persist beyond the completion of the
polymerization.
■ CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we present a novel two-step strategy to induce
spontaneous fusion of small spherical polymersomes and
concurrent morphological evolution toward tubular block
copolymer nanostructures via aqueous ROMP-mediated
PISA without the requirement of further external processing.
Variations in corona chemistry (i.e., ionic vs non-ionic
coronae) and core-forming block length/hydrophobicity in
combination with the unique characteristics of ROMPISA,
such as the exceedingly fast polymerization kinetics and the
synthesis of rod-like poly(norbornene)-based block copoly-
mers with rigid backbone and high Tg values, were found to be
the main factors in dictating the occurrence of “controlled”
fusion phenomena and the development of kinetically trapped
tubesomes. Such features are typically absent in the vast
majority of cases for extensively studied RAFT-mediated PISA
processes, explaining why such an intriguing assembly behavior
has not been observed thus far. Importantly, preparation of a
progressively larger population of anisotropic tubesomes was
supposed to occur through internal buildup of polymersome
membrane tension with continued polymerization and was
observed to accurately follow a step-growth-like polymersome
fusion model. Overall, we expect that our unprecedented
polymerization-induced polymersome fusion methodology will
lead the way toward exploring a wide range of nature-
mimicking processes via the application of block copolymer
nano-objects of distinct characteristics in on-demand catalysis,
artiﬁcial organelle development, and drug/protein delivery
among others.
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